
What could be a more precious possession?
 A mare of noble lineage,

 exquisite, elegant and
  proud

 (Old proverb)
  …
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NK
Nakeebya 

Is a true dream mare: A flea-bitten beauty with large, remarkably 
expressive eyes, huge nostrils, a beautiful dish, and splendid, 
floating movements. With her excellent type, she overall exempli-
fies the dry look of the desert. NK Nakeebya is the queen of Al 
Ward Stud. She developed into the most important foundation 

mare of this prestigious stud farm, situated in Kuwait. 

NK Nakeebya
and her genetic background

NKNK Nakeebya was born at Dr. Hans-Joachim 
Nagel’s Katharinenhof in Northern Germany 
in 2000. NK Nakeebya was an immediate 
eye-catcher through her beautiful face and 
extreme head. When she was 1.5 years old, 
Usamah Al-Kazemi of Ezzain Arabians, Kuwait 
was fascinated by the exotic filly and bought 
herher for his stud farm. NK Nakeebya developed 
into an elegant broodmare and produced 
several excellent babies for Ezzain Arabians. 
In 2010, Mr. Saleh Al-Terkait from Al Ward 
Arabians purchased NK Nakeebya. A new, 
exciting chapter started for his stud farm.

NK Nakeebya’s father NK Hafid Jamil (Ibn Nejdy 
x Helala) is a stallion like no other. Being of 
unique and extreme type, he looks like he just 
stepped out of an orientalist painting. NK 
Hafid Jamil is a living piece of art with his 
refined face, tippy ears, and exuberant pride. 
He seems to be fully aware of the enormous 
fascination he has on specfascination he has on spectators. 

NK Hafid Jamil has the true aura of a desert  
animal. “At all times, he showed himself with a 
presence and pride of a king, fiercely talking 
in his surroundings and alert,” his famous 
breeder Dr. Hans-Joachim Nagel relates. 
“Those who were skeptical and doubted him at 
the beginning, came to love him and wanted 
oneone of his foals, particularly when they had 
seen the extraordinary quality of the foals 
of both sexes that he sired. A handful of 
enlightened breeders recognized him immedi-
ately as a new creation, an Arabian who would 
have a very special and exciting future and a 
stallion likely to change the breed for the 
better. He was the best gift ever to Katha-
rinenhof from the Dahman family, and he has 
already proven himself as an extraordinary 
sire by producing some of the most beautiful 
colts and fillies imaginable, bost for Katha-
rinenhof and for other breeders.” 

NK HafidJamil’spedigree is impeccably bred. 
He is a DahmanShawan, descending from the 
Bukra-line (Sabah family). He is linebred to 
Salaa El Dine and has several times Hanan 
and Bukra in his pedigree. No wonder that he 
is an excellent sire stamping his progeny. 
Among his world-famous sons and daughters 
areare for example Jamal El Dine, NK Kamar El 
Dine, NK Nadeer, NK Qaswarah, NK Nadirah, 
etc

NK Nakeebya’s pedigree combines unique matri-
archs as for example Helala, Ghazala, 
Ameera, Lutfeia and boasts several lines to 
immortal Hanan. NK Nakeebya’s dam was NK 
Nabeelah (Nahaman x Nashua). NK Nabeelah 
turned out to be one of the most productive 
mares at Dr. Nagel’s Katharinenhof. She was a 
snsnow-white beauty who enchanted everybody 
who saw her. NK Nabeelah went back to the 
HadbanEnzahi family. The HadbanEnzahi strain 
has contributed important broodmares and 
excellent sires to Arabian horse breeding. 
This was also the damline of the “Millennium 
stallion” Nazeer and of prominent Aswan. NK 
NabeeNabeelah descended from the Kamla line, an 
important family through for example the 
famous stallion HadbanEnzahi. He was main 
sire at the German 

State Stud of Marbach and stamped the 
breeding program there.

ReseaResearching further back in NK Nakeebya’s 
pedigree, her dam linegoes back to BintHadba 
El Saghira. She was a chestnut mare born in 
1912 at the Kubba Stables of the Khedive 
Abbas Pasha Hilmi II. BintHadba El Saghira 
was purchased by the R.A.S. (Royal Agricul-
tural Society) of Egypt. She became the foun-
dation mare of a very prolific and important 
family. NK Nabeelah was out of the important 
Lotfeia family. This dynasty is famous for 
their wonderful character, short and broad 
head with concave profile, large, round eyes, 
big nostrils and short mouth. Typical is also 
an excellent, high tail carriage. NK Nabeelah 
hadhad a very dark pigmentation, no markings and 
extreme type. 
 
When Dr. Nagel selected the foundation 
stock for his stud farm, Lotfeia (Alaa El Din 
x BintKamla) was recommended to him by Dr. 
Ameen Zaher. He was official breeding 
advisor at El Zahraa in Egypt at that time. 
Lotfeia (also spelled “Lutfia”) was an exqui-
site, very refined mare. In her pedigree the 
bblood of Shaloul was doubled – a key to 
success. Lotfeia founded a most remarkable 
family at the Hungarian State Stud of 
Bàbolna before being imported to Germany 
be Dr. Nagel. Here again she turned out to be 
a most valuable broodmare.
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When asked about NK Nakeebya, her breeder 
Dr. Hans-Joachim Nagel explains: “In order to 
tell the story about NK Nakeebya one has to 
start a bit earlier with Nashua, her grand-
mother. Amongst all Katharinenhof-mares 
the chestnut-mare Nashua was the most beau-
tiful which was ever born in this stud, and to 
find a similarly exquisite mare seems to be 
impossible. She became one of the four foun-
dation mares of Katharinenhof; normally 
Lotfeia, a Hadban-mare is mentioned, but in 
fact Nashua, her only daughter, continued 
this Hadban-line in the stud. She was a 
daughter of Salaa el Dine, well known every
where. Nashua was bred three times to 
Nahaman, a Salaa el Dine-son out of Ameera 
(Obayan-mare) and she was bred three times to 
Adnan, a Salaa el Dine-son out of Gazalla, 
another Obayan-mare. From these two combi-
nations, each time three foals were born 
which means three Nahaman-daughters and 
three Adnan-daughters. All these six daugh-
ters were, according to her breeding, 
half-sisters. Then regrettably Nashua died at 
an age of only 11 years.

Her daughters however, were very fortu-

nate; they were all fertile and created the 

largest branch of a Hadban-family in all 

Egyptian breeding.

Nabeela was Nashua’s second daughter, her 

sire Nahaman, a strong, well-built horse of 

good size and of dark grey colour. She was 

the nicest and most elegant of the three 

Nahaman-foals. From her father she inher-

ited the size of her body, her height and top

line; from her mother, the refinement, 

elegant and the exquisite head, a perfect 

combination. And not only that, she was by 

far the best producer amongst her three 

full-sisters. She fitted exactly the defini-

tion of a first-class broodmare, which 

means to give good foals from different 

sstallions. She was bred to NK HafidJamil to 

NK Nadeer, Jamal el Dine and Adnan. All her 

foals from this breeding were of excellent 

quality. 

The first daughter of this 
outstanding NK Nabeela 
was NK Nakeebiya. She 
was as well the first 
daughter of NK Hafi-
dJamil. It happened that 
this time the size and 
heightheight came from the 
mother side and both, sire 
and dam, gave Nakeebya 
her beautiful face. Mr. 
Usamah Al Kazemi pur-
chased Nakeebya at an 
early age. He was insist
ing to have this nice filly 
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AlWard Stud is a beautiful, picturesque stud farm located in 
Wafra, an oasis in the South of Kuwait. The farm is owned by 
Mr. Saleh Al-Terkait. He founded Al Ward Stud in 2009 by 
importing straight Egyptian horses from Egypt. Afterwards 
he started to become fascinated by the Arabians from Dr. 
Nagel’s Katharinenhof and changed the direction of his 
breeding program. Mr. Al-Terkait is intrigued by the elegance, 
refinement,refinement, and enormous type of Dr. Nagel’s horses. They 
come closest to his personal ideal. At the moment, Mr. Saleh 
Al-Terkait owns around 40 straight Egyptians. They descend 
from carefully selected bloodlines with a clear emphasis on 
Dr. Nagel horses. Huge fountains adorn the well-tended 
premises of AlWard Stud. Seeing the silver herd of brood-

mares prancing in their paddock is a breathtaking sight. 

Some of ALWARD arabian breeding program fillys

NK Nakeebya’s influence
 

NKNK Nakeebya has created a dynasty of her own. She is a very productive mare. So far, she has 
given birth to thirteen foals. Four of them were born at Ezzain Arabians, nine of them at Al 
Ward Stud. Bred to Ansata Al Murtajiz she foaled famousNabaweyahEzzain. This striking bay 
mare was bred by Usamah Al Kazemi (Ezzain Arabians). She became Gold Champion Senior Mare 
at the 2010 H.H. Sheikh Faisal Bin Hamad Al Khalifa National Arabian Horse Show in Bahrain. 
NabaweyahEzzain is today owned by Al Rashediah Stud, Bahrain. Her son Naseem Al Rashediah 
(by Al Adeed Al Shaqab) is a very successful show horse as well. He was crowned unanimous 
GoldGold Champion Colt at the Egyptian Event Europe in 2016. In the same year he was unanimous 
Champion Colt at the Straight Egyptian World Championships in Milano. In 2017 he was named 
Silver Medal Champion Junior Males at the prestigious show in Menton.

At Al Ward Arabians, NK Nakeebya produced nine foals so far. All of them were kept by Al 
Ward. Especially breathtaking is MuhannadAlward (by NK Qaswarah), a rich bay stallion of a 
special quality. With his refined, chiseled head, and his extreme type he is a beauty to behold. 
Bred to NoorreddineEzzain, Ansata Almurtajiz and Dahes Al Rayyan, NK Nakeebya produced 
fantastic offspring as well. The mares Janna Alward, NakeebyaAlward, SafeyyaEzzain, Raw-
waAlward, Noor Alward, and Noora Alwardare precious pearls in the broodmare band of Al 
Ward Stud. Also the second generation, NK Nakeebya’s grandchildren, are very refined and 
noble. Her grandnoble. Her granddaughter ElzzainnAlward (Dahes Al Rayyan x SafeyyaEzzain) 
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Muhanned Al Ward
NK QASWARAH | NK NAKEEBYA

alwardarabian.com
@alwardarabians

Designed by authenticpearls.com

For example is a very typey and elegant 

young mare. Standing in the sunlight at 

the beautiful premises of Al Ward, she 

looks like a sculpture coming to life.

NKNK Nakeebya has already founded a 

legacy of her own. She is a mare who 

would have inspired poets in ancient 

times. For her and her progeny the fol-

lowing old saying seems fitting: “The 

wind of heaven is that which blows 

between a horse’s ears.” 

Judith Wich-Wenning
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